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“
We love to mold the shape just as an 

inherited way of expressing ourselves.

Achille Castiglioni



25 YEARS OF ITALIAN LUXURY 

INTERIORS

With roots in luxury yacht building, 

Genesis Interiors has responded 

to our clientele’s need to bridge 

the quality of a yacht interior to 

residential projects.

Our interiors are unique as 

they are the product of cutting-

edge technology combined with 

traditional italian craftsmanship.

Over the years Genesis Interiors 

has worked on some of the most 

challenging and exclusive luxury 

residential and  yacht projects, 

always delivering the highest quality 

in a timely manner and  respecting 

all contractual budgets.



WHERE THE LATEST TECHNOLOGY 

MEETS ITALIAN CRAFTSMANSHIP

Italy has a great tradition of 

skilled caftsmen who specialize in 

woodworking and finishing.

Since the Renaissance, Italy has 

developed a global reputation for 

architecture and design, which its 

craftsmen still embody today. 

Each region of Italy has its own 

history and traditions, and Genesis 

Interiors has scoured the country 

from north to south to put together 

a team of the most skilled carpenters 

and varnishers.

Our Fort Lauderdale factory also 

employs a cadre of experienced 

Italian woodworkers assisted by 

hand-selected American craftsmen.



RESIDENTIAL

Genesis Interiors has realized high- 
end  luxury interiors in Europe and 
United States.

Our factory in Fort Lauderdale, 
Florida, features a fully equipped 
carpentry shop along with a state 
of the art finishing area. Thanks 
to our crew of skilled craftsmen, 
varnishers and installers, we are able 
to deliver traditional Italian quality 
manufactured in the United States.

Our team of designers and 
technicians helps the creation of one-
of-a-kind, highly efficient interiors 
tailored to meet our clients’ highest 
expectations.

Over the years, we have successfully 
worked with dozen of general 
contractors, shipyards and renowned 
architects and designers.









s/y SYBARIS - design by PHDesign, Miami 

YACHTING

With over two decades of experience 
as a luxury interior manufacturer, 
Genesis Interiors is a world leader in 
its class.

From classic to contemporary to the 
purely imaginative, our expertise is 
unmatched.

We create an actual scale mock- 
up of each yacht interior that is 
completely pre-assembled at our 
facility in order to ensure a perfect 
fit. Then we disassemble it, ship with 
care and install aboard the vessel. 

For this purpose, we have developed 
and patented an innovative pressure 
panel assembly system: the Fit-
Lock® system (fitlock.com). This 
system is versatile, efficient and 
precise, facilitating a yacht interior 
inspection and maintenance.



s/y SYBARIS - design by PHDesign, Miami 



m/y GENESIS 153’ - design by Luiz De Basto



ATTENTION TO DETAIL

Genesis Interiors has a long-term 
re lationship with several companies 
that allow us to deliver a wide 
range of materials and accessories, 
including fine Italian marble, rich 
leathers, upholstery, carpeting, 
antiques, and just about any other 
interior component imaginable.

We love to provide to our clients 
samples of materials and finishes 
in order to ensure the satisfaction 
of each owner’s and designer’s 
individual vision.

Our focus on detail allows us to 
make a thorough analysis of the 
most exclusive and unique materials 
all over the world.

“
The details make perfection and 
the perfection is not a detail.

                              Leonardo Da Vinci

CoTa coffee table - design by Alice Beldramme



Ribou chair - design by Alice Beldramme



Genesis Interiors

4040 S.W. 30th Ave.
33312, Ft. Lauderdale, FL

Phone 954 316 9212

info@genesisinteriors.com



www.genesisinteriors.com


